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Meeting Notes

Our AGM meeting on the 9th March attended by 29 members and two visitors
was to have been enlivened, after the formalities,  by a talk about  the delights
of Chocolate. Unfortunately there had been some confusion over the booking and
we were left with very little time to find a replacement. So we appealed  to you,
our members, and as usual you came up trumps and we were able to draw
together a  wonderful display of  the many skills that you all have.  Thank you all
so much for helping to make the evening a success.

The main business of the evening being the AGM,  after the welcome and thanks
to members for filling the gap, the President (Anne Brooker) introduced the
committee to  present their reports.

Our retiring secretary Eastlyn Horsfield was first and her very comprehensive
report  was a reminder of all that we had achieved in our many group activities
over the past year. Acceptance of the  report was proposed by the President
and seconded by Mais Appleton.

Our treasurer Jan Steven’s report showed that our finances are in the care of a
good pair of hands and acceptance of her balance sheets and budgets was
proposed by the President and seconded by Cynthia Hurley.

Thanks were then given to the other members who have supported us with the
organisation and running of various groups and activities during the 2014.  The
returning  present committee with the exception of the secretary were then
proposed by Sue Collett and seconded by Sandra Grainge.

We desperately need a new secretary to take over from Eastlyn who after  a
very dedicated three years has stood down.  Details of the duties of the role
are available if there is someone who finds that they might be interested in
taking up the gauntlet.

At the moment the programme for 2015 is still being finalised and we hope to



have this printed in time for our next meeting in April  when we are letting our
hair down with a demo from the Street Beat Jive followed by some interaction
from the members. It is suggested that suitable footwear be worn.

There was a ballot taken for the one member to attend the Royal Garden Party
as part of the centenary celebrations and I am happy to tell you that the lucky
winner  was Olga Gold  whom we have to thank for the many excellent
photographs taken during our evening meetings.  Congratulations Olga.

         NEXT MEETING  14TH APRIL    7.30

                                   BEAT STREET JIVE


